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1. Introduction
This technical report is the Final Deliverable for Grant No.: N00244-15-1-0051 from the Naval
Postgraduate School (NPS) with funding via the NAVSUP Fleet Logistics Center San Diego, on the
topic of “Advancing Human-Machine Symbiosis Using Hybrid Methods for Collaborative
Problem-Solving”. This effort was a basic and applied research study program involving
thorough reviews and assessments of applicable state of the art research and methods, and the
development of a detailed functional design for an advanced-capability intelligence analysis
computer-based support system. Our team comprised faculty from the State University of New
York at Buffalo (aka University at Buffalo (UB)) and technical staff from the Advanced
Technology Laboratories of Lockheed Corporation (LMCO/ATL) as a subcontractor partner. The
technical areas studied involved principles of argumentation including especially computational
support aspects for enabling argumentation-based analysis, story-based analysis, uncertainty
aspects of analysis in an open-world environment, human-machine symbiosis, hard and soft
information fusion, and computational methods for narrative development. Project thinking in
regard to intelligence based analysis was vetted by a number of thrusts to include a visit to the
National Air and Space Intelligence Center (NASIC) at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in Dayton
Ohio where our team met with staff from the Advanced Analytics Cell (AAC); broadly speaking
that visit confirmed the general validity of our goals and objectives for this work. In addition,
discussions were held with government staff and Subject Matter Experts (SME’s) who were
experienced intelligence analysts from Army intelligence community regarding the general
issue of improving rigor in intelligence analysis, a main thrust of the Army Training and Doctrine
Command (TRADOC). Our effort cumulates in a top-level functional design of a notional
prototype capability for providing computational support to a hybrid argumentation plus storybased analysis capability. This research was further vetted in the presentation and writing of a
paper on the project at the 13th International Conference on Distributed Computing and
Artificial Intelligence (DCAI'16) in Seville, Spain in June of 2016 [1].
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2. Motivation
Analysis Tool Suites (ATS’s) such as Analyst’s Notebook [2], Analyst’s Workspace [3], Sentinel
Visualizer [4], and Palantir Government [5], Entity Workspace [6], and Jigsaw [7], among others
are examples of modern intelligence analysis frameworks. A major point for sensibly all these
tool-suites are that they start by focusing on the entity level within the environments of
interest. None overtly discuss computational support to inter-entity association and
attribute/relation fusion. That is, most if not all are single-source-based as regards entity
streams, with the tools doing varying degrees of automated link analysis among bounded
entity-pairs toward realization of “data fusion” albeit with rather limited rigor. Further, most
also assume that any preprocessing that provides entity extraction yields correct results. This
framework of tool products provides the basis for identifying and visualizing relational
connections between entities, but these connections are largely if not exclusively performed in
the mind of the analyst. In most cases, nothing is done in the way of computational support to
dealing with entity or relational uncertainties. The primary function of most of these ATS’s is
relational link discovery to discern inter-entity relations of bounded extent (in graph science
terminology, usually single-hop or limited-hop relations), achieved with quite limited analytical
formality regarding issues of uncertainty, inter-data and/or inter-entity associability, and of
relational complexities. Thus, deeper and broader analysis of entity and relational
connectedness is left for the human analyst. This is especially true in regard to the assembly of
typical final desired analysis products in the form of stories or narratives; said otherwise, there
is very limited technical support for synthesis or fusion of hypotheses into the larger context of
situational understanding. By and large, these tools try to support the Sensemaking (SM) or
schema-development loop of SM [8, 9], but either have no algorithmic or technological-process
support or provide quite-limited automated support to these higher goals; these assessments
are summarized in the review paper of [10].
Thus we perceive a need first for a processing/reasoning paradigm that can provide the
framework for a more holistic, systemic based approach to intelligence analysis. As sensibly all
critiques about intelligence analysis as well as the analysis requirements stated in field manuals
describe that the main product that an analyst is driving toward is a narrative type description
of some world condition/situation, we set this goal for our project as well. So, primarily we are
seeking to study ways that discrete, single-theme hypotheses can be synthesized or fused into a
more holistic and semantic construct in the form of a story or narrative. We also want to
exploit our team’s unique prior history in associating and fusing so-called hard (sensor) and soft
(textual, semantic) information, as many intelligence analysis environments have such disparate
data streams as input. (We note that virtually all the work in the areas we studied here only
involve soft or textual type inputs.) We believe that the functional design produced here

provides a basis for a next step involving research prototype development, and because of this
we have also studied ways to test and evaluate such a prototype.
3. Symbiosis
Symbiosis is a term that can be mean a pretty broad range of concepts. In its most
fundamental sense the term evolves from the Greek for “living together” (wiki, whatever),
usually meaning that the two participants have a mutually beneficial relationship and
interaction. As the term was originally conjured to describe biological type relationships
between living entities, some complexity arises when one participant is the computer, a
machine, and the other a human being. While some early conceptualizations of artificial
intelligence spoke of symbiosis between some type of machine and humans, the most
frequently cited reference to human-computer symbiosis is to Joseph Licklider’s paper of 1960
titled “Man-Computer Symbiosis” [11]. Licklider’s framing of the symbiosis idea was in the
spirit of an augmentation of human cognition resulting from whatever interactions occurred
between the human and the computer [12]. A few years later Engelbart publishes a somewhat
different view asserting that the symbiosis yields amplification in human intellect [13]. These
notions are related and we will not drift into the subtleties but cognition seems to relate to the
process of thinking and reasoning whereas intellect seems to relate to a capacity type notion or
depth of knowledge.
In 2004, MIT’s Media Laboratory initiated the “10x” effort with the goal of magnifying human
abilities by an order of magnitude (“10 ×”), or more, along various cognitive and physical
dimensions [14]. This paper also starts with the citation and perspective of Licklider’s 1960
paper. This paper describes possible new symbiotic interfaces along several different themes:
•
•
•
•

Perceptual computing--signal processing and pattern analysis techniques for sensing
and interpreting the environment, with a particular emphasis placed on interpreting the
presence, identity, and activities of people
Natural embodiment — human-friendly mechanical systems—basically an ability of
computers to act on the world of interest to the human
Natural representation—new frameworks for computational intelligence in which
emotional states are connected to the physical—i.e. affect and embodiment influencing
cognition
Learning and expression — beyond programming--new ways of modelling semantics and
social interaction for improved human-computer communication

That paper is an example of at least two issues involved in deciding an “appropriate” metaphor
for symbiosis: (1) that there are (of course) fundamental differences between the computer as
machine and the human as a biological entity and that addressing these is one vector of
research, and (2) that both the human and the computer are ever changing in various ways that
affect the nature of and possibilities for symbiosis. Humans today are “digital natives” that
have overcome certain aspects of the human-computer impedance mismatch, and as well
computers have become different types of devices, able to talk, to understand written input,

etc. So we argue that symbiosis has contextual/temporal factors that influence the framing of
the nature and potential for these symbiotic relationships.
Another example of this changing and always-dynamic relationship is in thinking about what
has come to be called human computation [15], one definition of which is ““…a paradigm for
utilizing human processing power to solve problems that computers cannot yet solve” [16].
This notion describes a particular type of symbiosis that can involve crowdsourcing, notions of
collective intelligence etc as depicted in Figure 1 [15]:

Figure 1 Human computation is a means of solving computational problems
Quinn and Benderson offer an extensive taxonomy of both this domain. We mention this
because it shows how the changing nature of computation, as today being fundamentally
distributed and shareable, offers new ways of solving problems, and new challenges and
opportunities for human-machine interaction and synergy.
A key issue is how to develop a design approach to a human-machine dynamic that explicitly
addresses design factors that influence symbiosis and moreover can improve symbiosis. Our
early literature review reveals some controversy about such design approaches; the human
factors engineering community has evolved the “user centered design” and “human centered
design” paradigms that have an extensive literature [17] but these paradigms remain the
subjects of considerable discussion. Norman, the author of what many consider to be the bible
of human centered design in fact authors an article titled “Human-centered design considered
harmful”[18] . Important in all this is a sense of perspective; some approach the formulation of
approaches to achieving symbiosis from an augmented cognition point of view, a
neuroscientific point of view, a telepathic point of view, etc. For this study, these are
considered far too ambitious. We prefer the idea of “activity centered design”. As our effort
focused primarily on the central themes of analysis paradigms and technologies, we did not
fully address the design of the human-machine interface and the addressing of the symbiosis

issue. However, as will be seen, our primary thrust along this line was fully directed to reducing
the human cognitive workload, which we see as a major impediment to the realization of an
effective yet efficient basis for computational support to modern analysis. As will be pointed
out in the sequel, sensibly all current capabilities to include the most modern still demand
considerable human cognitive effort for early, front-end type processing; our approach
proposes exploitation of named technologies for the construction of much more automated
front-end processing, and is a unique aspect of our proposed design.
4. Goals and Requirements
In this study-based program, we sought to explore a number of possible computationally-aided
enhancements in the ways that technologies can better support and improve the rigor and
efficiency of intelligence analysis through the integration of new computationally-based
methods and algorithms but also by exploring and nominating new ways in which improved
human-machine symbiosis can be realized. Also, we were trying to strike the best balance
between technologies and methods that are of the basic research variety while having
plausibility in terms of potential for mid-term type operational deployment. Another main
goal was toward providing support that can yield the type of “story” or narrative type product
that many intelligence analysis environments require. These are those environments that
allow for more contemplative methods, accommodating the formulation and evaluation of
optional interpretations that have to be weighed and evaluated or argued for. This goal
imputes a requirement for capabilities that support what we are calling “hypothesis synthesis”
or “hypothesis fusion” as mentioned previously, where competing hypotheses that evolve
either directly from evidence or developed from evidence or assumptions by individual,
thematically-oriented support tools are traded off and synthesized into a defendable integrated
hypothesis at the narrative or situational level. A major goal is to develop a design whose
overall rationale is traceable to and consistent with joint service and Intelligence Community
future directions in methodological development balancing effectiveness, efficiency, and rigor;
as a result, we have made efforts to garner real-world viewpoints on these directions.
5. Future Directions in Intelligence Analysis
5.1 Reviews of Open Literature
The proposal for this grant was in fact partially inspired by our prior exploration of the nature of
modern-day computational support for intelligence analysis in the open literature as
summarized in [10]. That work extensively examined much of the literature on such techniques
with a focus on technology strategies and interfacing strategies in regard to methods to achieve
some level of symbiosis. It should be noted that this survey also collected works from the field
of criminal analysis and the related area of Artificial Intelligence and the Law. Our research
team at the Center for Multisource Information Fusion has also addressed these topics under a
large Army Research Office grant for Unified Research on Network-based Hard and Soft
Information Fusion (e.g., [19, 20]) for the Counterinsurgency domain. In both of these surveys,
what we primarily saw was a strategy for analytical tool suite design that resulted in collages of

disparate tools of various descriptions. Each of these tools can be argued to be individually
helpful, producing what we called “situational fragments”, i.e., hypotheses, each of which are
hypotheses about a particular slice of a situational condition. These problems, and the
employment of modern technologies that allow evermore data and information to be available,
are extraordinarily complex and it is natural to see ‘divide and conquer” solution, tool, and
visualization strategies being applied. But the latent challenge for sensibly all human analysts
involved in these situations is to connect the dots, evolve the most plausible story/narrative, or
the most plausible argument in the face of inherent complexity and “big data” quantities and
varieties of information. For that type of capability, we saw nothing at all in this survey, leading
to our conclusion that there is a significant need for development of both a paradigm and
associated technological support for hypothesis synthesis or fusion, aiding human analysts to
assemble a more holistic picture ( a narrative or story) much more efficiently.
5.2 Interactions with the National Air and Space Intelligence Center (NASIC)
In the Fall of 2015, coordinated by Lockheed staff, a team visit to the National Air and Space
Intelligence Center was carried out. In particular, we visited the Advanced Analytics Cell (AAC)
and were hosted by Mr. Hal Moon. We discussed the general approach of this effort and
provided an overview briefing of our work to that moment. In turn, Mr. Moon provided an
overview of AAC’s efforts toward developing improved analytical methodologies. There was
considerable commonality in the respective lines of thought across the two activities, and the
visit broadly provided a level of confidence that this project’s directions were sound and
resonated with current advanced thinking at least in the Air Force as regards methods and
needs of modern intelligence analysis.
5.3 Analytical Rigor in Intelligence Analysis/Argument Mapping
Another touchstone for the project as regards vetting our thinking and approach involved
discussions with staff from the Army Intelligence Center at Ft. Huachuca, NM. Messrs Robert
Sensenig and William Hedges (of Chenega Corp, advisors to the Army on intelligence matters)
were our key points of contact. Two main topics were discussed: rigor in analysis, and the use
of argument-based techniques of analysis. The Army is quite keen on the entire issue of
improving rigor in analysis; this viewpoint certainly is consistent with our own thoughts
regarding improvements in the intellectual aspects of analysis. Mr. Sensenig provided the
charts of Fig s 2 and 3 below that depict the mapping/cross-correlation of analysis functions
and levels of rigor, notionally showing an analyst’s mind-set across these functions and levels,
as well as thumbnails of analysis activities across the matrices. These charts are among the
resources we used to direct our efforts.

Low Rigor

Moderate Rigor

Hypothesis Exploration

High Rigor

“I have one hypothesis I like.”
• No consideration of alternatives.
• Argues how data that does not fit
or is new can fit favorite hypoth.

“I feel comfortable that one explanation
accounts for majority data.”
• Unbalanced focus on ML COA.
• Acknowledges other COA possible.
• Considers risks of alternative COAs.

“I am confident of the best
explanation and have seriously
considered other possibilities.”
• Interactive debate from multiple
perspectives on alternatives.
• Actively considers and tracks
data that does not fit ML or MD.

Information Search
“I found something reasonably
Comprehensive and believable.”
• Did not go beyond routine sources
• Did not select multiple sources.
• Relied on second and third-hand
sources, no direct comms with
primary sources.

“I am seeing repeating patterns, and
they all seem to agree or there seems
to be two primary possibilities.”
• Actively seeks info that is not easily
retrieved or collected.
• Multiple data types and proximal
sources considered for key findings
• Read beyond specific tasking

“I am not learning anything new. I
reached theoretical saturation.”
• Support from others to broaden
sampled space.
• Multiple data types and proximal
sources considered for all inferences
• More knowledgeable about subject
area than most document authors.

Information Validation

“I verified my key arguments and
predictions are based on the most
trustworthy source I have”
• Attempts to verify arguments from
multiple independent sources
• Aware of how analysis could be wrong
based on experience or feedback
• Aware of corrupted data sources

“I feel confident that I validated, by
reasonable means, the facts used
to support key arguments.”
• Systematic, semi-formal processes
employed to verify information
• Clear distinction between facts,
assumptions, inferences
• Fully investigated “sourcing”

“I found one that sounds good”
• Copies report with little
re-interpretation, correlation
• Does not display healthy
skepticism.
• No tracking of process, no
knowledge of data pedigree
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Figure 2 Mapping of Analysis Functions vs Levels of Rigor (Part 1)
(Courtesy of Mr. Robert Sensenig, Chenega Corp)
Low Rigor
Inference Resilience
“My story/explanation/argument
seems reasonable to me,
independent of available supporting
evidence.”

SME Collaboration
“I trust my supervisor to cover
specialist content area or to be the
SME.”

Information Synthesis
“I compiled the relevant info.”
• Numerical values or graphs
disconnected from key arguments.

Moderate Rigor

High Rigor

“I feel that the evidence is reasonably
solid for my primary explanation.”
• Considers whether being wrong about
some inferences would influence or
negate the best explanation.
• Beware false precision!!

“I feel comfortable that the key
Inferences are resilient to inaccurate
Information.”
• Uses strategy to systematically
consider strength of evidence if
individual interpretations debunked.
• Actively looked for reasons why a
source might misinterpret or
manipulate data/information.

“I have talked to SMEs, as time
allowed, within my personal network.”
• Attempts to consult some of the right
people.

“ Leading expert in the key content
area.” (Beware Group Think!!)
• Capital expended to gain access to
leading experts in multiple fields
related to the analysis.

“I provided insight that goes beyond the
source reporting & key documents.
• Validation of events in context.
• Understanding depicted as an
integrated view including tradeoff
dimensions. (Frameworks, models).

“I considered diverse interpretations
trying to identify new concepts
• Sensemaking metrics are high.
• Collaborative cross checks
applied to data synthesis processes
• Collaborative use of diagrams to
show relationships between
evidence and hypothesis.

For Official Use Only
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Figure 3 Mapping of Analysis Functions vs Levels of Rigor (Part 2)
(Courtesy of Mr. Robert Sensenig, Chenega Corp)
Mr. Hedges recounted his experience in learning of argument-based methods of analysis and
also shared segments of the Army’s training activities in the teaching of argument mapping for
intelligence analysts. Figure 4 shows an excerpt of one of the training segments directed to
teaching of argument mapping.

U.S. ARMY INTELLIGENCE CENTER AND FORT HUACHUCA
Fort Huachuca, Arizona 85613-7002
LP Narrative & Teaching Plan: Argument Mapping
24 April 2013
PFN: xxxxxxxx
Enabling Learning

ACTION:
CONDITIONS:
STANDARDS:

SLIDE 2: Objective

Create an Argument Map to make analytic
assumptions, intelligence gaps, or arguments
more transparent.
Given all class handouts to date, appropriate
references, an operational framework scenario,
and in-class discussion.
Create an argument map that incorporates critical
and creative thinking and basic and diagnostic
structured analytic techniques in order to provide
clearer ACH understanding and validate the ACH.

Figure 4 Sample of Curriculum at Army Intelligence School Training in Argument Mapping
(Courtesy of Mr. William Hedges of Chenega Corp.)
Overall, we believe it is quite clear that the thinking and approaches of this program are very
consistent with modern thoughts in both the Air Force and Army in regard to:
• The use of improved intellectual strategies and methods
• The need for an movements to improve analytical rigor
• The employment of argumentation-based methods and technologies as one framework
to achieve these goals
6. Approaches to Computational Support
6.1 Paradigms and Methods
In today’s open-world environment, historical paradigms and methods that rely on deep
analysis of an adversary’s Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTP’s) as a basis for paradigms
that can be broadly labeled as of a template-matching type are considered unworkable.
Modern-day adversaries and problem conditions demand more flexibility and accommodation
of imperfections in analysis techniques. These environments, that we call “weak knowledge”
problems, require a more flexible approach and one that allows for unknown states of affairs
and degrees of ignorance while carrying out the best analysis possible. Such methods are
usually labeled as defeasible and abductive 1 and are directed to the most rational hypotheses
1

We like Stanford’s definition here (http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/reasoning-defeasible/): “Reasoning is
defeasible when the corresponding argument is rationally compelling but not deductively valid. The truth of the
premises of a good defeasible argument provides support for the conclusion, even though it is possible for the

that can be defended in some way as “best”. In our exploration of alternatives, we narrowed
our choices based on two factors: one was the commentaries on intelligence analysis and
associated assertions about methodological requirements that balance evidence, arguments,
and stories (i.e., nominated hypotheticals), and the other was a body of work we discovered
that was centered in Europe that focused on methods of this type, with a deep basis on
argumentation-based principles. One clear example of these remarks is shown in the writing of
Schum [21] who suggests that:
•

•

“Careful construction of arguments in defense of the credibility and relevance of
evidence goes hand-in-hand with the construction of defensible and persuasive
narratives.”
“In constructing a narrative account of a situation of interest we must be able to anchor
our story appropriately on the evidence we have that is relevant to the conclusion we
have reached. Careful argument construction provides the necessary anchors.”

These remarks, and the results of our surveys, suggest an exploration of methods that jointly
exploit the union of evidence, arguments, and stories, in a synergistic dynamic that leads to
“best” narratives that holistically convey the most rational explanation of the evidences and
sub-stories. These source materials were the foundation of the evolution of our thinking to
explore a paradigm of this nature.
6.2. Argumentation Methods
As we contend above, one main technological/theoretical theme that we pursue here is the
examination of argumentation-based concepts, methods, and computationally-supported tools
as one candidate paradigm supportive of intelligence analysis. Argumentation-based methods
have a long history in the law and in the teaching of critical thinking, and in the last decade or
so have found their way into supporting criminal and intelligence analysis. These extended
applications have largely been a result of research and development in the construction of
computational tools for “diagramming” or “mapping” arguments that enable and streamline
the examination of the veracity of pro and contra arguments in various situations 2. Before
reviewing the state of the art in computational methods for argumentation based reasoning,
we briefly review the different paradigms for argumentation itself; that is, there are different
flavors or variations of methods that have the core notion of an argument as their foundation.
This summary review is shown in Table 1:

premises to be true and the conclusion false. In other words, the relationship of support between premises and
conclusion is a tentative one, potentially defeated by additional information.”
2
By the way, we see the (necessary) balancing of Pro and Contra arguments as another good feature of these
argumentation methods; to some degree this is a built-in preventative to the human foible of confirmation bias.

Argumentation types
Abstract Argumentation
Epistemic
Practical

Methods
formal logic, theorem proof, and
based on the notion of argument
acceptance and attack)
Deductive reasoning to support
beliefs
Abductive reasoning to support
actions

Assumption-based

Hybrid Methods
Assumption based
probability/belief based
argumentation.
A probabilistic extension of
abstract argumentation.
Belief-story Based

Arguments are deductions based on
a set of assumptions and inference
rules
Combination of logic and probability
or belief
Conjunction of uncertain
assumptions to define arguments
and disjunction of arguments
Assigning probabilities to arguments
and defeats
Observations are explained by
hypothetical stories.
Uncertain arguments based on
evidence are combined to support
alternative stories and select the
most probable one (abductions)

Prototypes 3

CISpaces,
Carneades
Araucaria and
Various others

ABEL

This NPS Project’s
Goal System,
Under
development

Table 1 Types of Argumentation-based Paradigms
Largely, the focus of much of the research on argumentation schemes is based on arguments
that have a formal, first-order logic basis (Abstract Argumentation in Table 1); this version of
argument based reasoning allows for the employment of all the rigor of first-order methods but
as we have claimed, our focus needs a more flexible approach. Relaxations of the first-order
requirements are achieved by other methods such as assumption-based and probabilisticallybased variations. These however, at least in the literature reviewed, still mostly focus on
closed-world problem domains. We seek methods that combine certain desirable capabilities:
•
•

3

Allowance for open-world reasoning
Allowance for assigning of and related computations about Beliefs in arguments (i.e., a
basis for assigning and combining/propagating uncertainty)

See later discussion on Prototypes for citations.

•

Integration of human intelligence that enables hypothetical stories to be combined with
hypotheses resulting from evidence-based arguments

Such methods need to be labeled “hybrid” (as in Table 1) since there are no formalisms in the
argumentation taxonomy that would assign a specific name to such methods. Abductive
reasoning is often labeled as “backward reasoning” in that it explores/nominates plausible
conclusions or assertions that can “explain” or rationalize the evidence available; the notion is
that a rearward look is taken from the conclusion toward the available evidence. Abductive
reasoning is also often described as reasoning to the best explanation. Our approach is also
hybrid in bringing together the abductive reasoning over both the uncertain arguments and
human-nominated storylines and rationalizing both lines with the also-uncertain evidence. To
deal with these uncertainties, we propose to incorporate the Transferable Belief Model (TBM)
proposed by Smets [22]. TBM is elaborated on in Section x of this report but briefly the TBM is
a multi-parameter model, in which quantified beliefs in hypotheses about an object or state of
the environment are represented and combined at the credal level 4 while decisions are made
based on probabilities obtained from the combined belief by the pignistic 5 transformation at
the pignistic level. So taken together, the proposed approach can be summarized as involving
the explicit incorporation of uncertainty into hybrid story-based argumentation, depicted in
Figure 5:

4

Credal will be seen to mean belief but in regard to conducting analysis this term is taken to mean a (human’s)
conviction of the truth of some statement or the reality of some being or phenomenon especially when based on
examination of evidence.
5
Pignistic is a term coined by Smets and is drawn from the Latin pignus for “bet”, and can be taken to imply or
relate to a probability that a rational person would assign to an option when required to make a decision.

Explicit incorporation of uncertainty into
hybrid story-based argumentation
Transient information as pieces of
hypothetical stories (hypotheses) based
on analyst/a priori knowledge

Uncertain Arguments with variable
reliability and belief are built from
transient information.

Hybrid Reasoning
Combines beliefs in arguments
to support alternative stories
and select the most probable
story/narrative.
Figure 5 Depiction of the Proposed Hybrid Approach
It is important to note that there has been development of some of the formalisms associated
with hybrid argument-story-based reasoning that is one important basis of our approach. Floris
Bex, a professor in the Department of Information and Computing Science of the University of
Utrecht, the Netherlands, has written several papers describing the bases of these ideas on
combining and exploiting these two lines of reasoning (eg [23-25]). The basic ideas are shown
in Fig 6 that shows that:
•
•
•

Arguments are derived from evidential foundations
Stories are analyst-nominated (with computational support, eg prior case libraries)
hypotheticals
Together these lead to the assembly of sub-stories and, again with computational
support (see Section x on our ideas), to the development of an integrated
Narrative/Story

Figure 6 Overview of Bex’s Scheme for Joint Argument-Story Exploitation
In the following, we provide our view of the state of the art in each of several functional areas
necessary toward realization of a desired level of automated capability for a future semiautomated, computationally supported analysis prototype that realizes the hybrid capability
described. We note, from the literature, a set of particular argumentation-related functional
categories: Argument Detection-Construction-Invention-Mining-Accrual and, importantly (as it
dominates the literature) Visualization that will serve as the basis for our review.
6.3 Computational Support to Argumentation: The State of the Art
It is realized that the input to any modern intelligence analysis system could be in a wide variety
of formats and types in terms of media and modalities. As regards the role of these varying
inputs toward supporting argument formation however, it is considered that textual inputs
provide the most likely format for somewhat-direct input-to-argument formulation. Most
other input types would more likely represent evidential data (such as sensor data) and require
a more complex structuring process to frame the data into argument forms. (Later it will be
seen that address sensor data as an input stream of interest in proposing our design, but it will
be seen that sensibly all current systems do not include such “hard” data as input.)
As will be seen in our review of current prototype argument systems, the front-ends of these
prototypes do not currently provide any automated support to the identification of either the
basic linguistic form of an argument (based on lexical content and other factors) nor types of
argument structures based on argument taxonomies (usually called “schemes” in the argument
literature) from textual report, prose-type input, whether structured or not. Thus, a significant

human cognitive operation is needed in these prototypes for the formulation of the very basic
constructs (arguments) upon which next analysis steps, some computationally-aided, depend.
Moen et al [26] in discussing the Araucaria prototype designed for argument visualization, say
that “The manual structuring of an argumentative text into a graph visualization as is done in
the Araucaria research is a very costly job. “
However, we will see that computational support for extracting parts of or entire argument
schemes from text has been addressed but has not, for whatever reasons, been integrated into
modern prototype systems. As noted above, this functional activity comes under different
names, such as argument detection, argument construction, and argument mining—we simply
use the term detection here but draw on works having these other labels to describe what is
happening in the research community. We will review some sample works in this area and also
provide a broader summary view of the state of the art.
For the Reader: our reviews are running commentaries about selected papers from the
literature that address each reviewed topic; in various places any emphasis provided is our
own. Some excerptions from the original papers are included without quotation as we see this
report as a project technical report, not a public document.
6.3.1 Argument Detection
•

Moen, M., et al, Automatic Detection of Arguments in Legal Texts, [26]

This paper describes the results of experiments on the detection of arguments in texts with a
focus on legal texts. As will be seen in related works on detection, the detection operation is
seen as a classification problem based on defined features of a postulated argument scheme.
A classifier is developed in the paper and trained on a set of annotated arguments. Different
feature sets are evaluated involving lexical, syntactic, and semantic and discourse properties of
the texts, and each of their contributions to classifier accuracy is examined.
Strategies for detecting argument constructs clearly require some defining process for the
nature of argument forms or schemes in a linguistic sense; said otherwise, an ontology of
argument forms is required. Citing [2], Moen states that “The most prominent indicators
of rhetorical structure are lexical cues [27], most typically expressed by conjunctions and by
certain kinds of adverbial groups.” Humans can do this well but one important factor exploited
by humans to do so is the context of the textual phrases, and this is very hard to do
automatically. The approach in [26] is admitted to be a bounded first step toward automating
this process, and they take an approach built on isolated sentences. They represent sentences
as a vector of features and use annotated training data to train a classifier. (It will be seen that
this problem is broadly treated as a classification problem in the literature.) We will not review
the details of the features and methods but they use a multinomial Bayes classifier and a
Maximum Entropy based classifier in this work. It is interesting to see that even simple
feature sets yield reasonable (~70+% accuracy) results. The paper also reviews related works

and remarks that this type of research on detection is very limited in the legal domain at least
(as of the date of [26], 2007).
.
• Mochales-Palau and Moens [28]
In a later work, Mochales-Palau and Moens [28] develop an approach to detect sentences that
contain argument structures (apart from, ie not discerning the existence of Walton-type
schema; see below on this issue and [294] regarding the schema). A maximum-entropy-based
classification approach is used to determine if input sentences are argumentative or not, and
more specifically if they contain a premise, a conclusion or a non-argumentative sentence.
These same authors also study and develop a context-free grammar for argument detection in
[30], but this was a very limited study across a 10 document training set.
•

Feng and Hirst, Classifying Arguments by Scheme, [31]

This work is oriented to a subtle issue in argumentation, the issue of enthymemes; as part of an
approach to argument detection, in reasonably-frequent cases, there are implicit premises that
are never present in the prose text, and these are called enthymemes. To do this however,
they argue that by first identifying the particular argumentation scheme that an argument is
using will help to bridge the gap between stated and unstated propositions in the argument,
because each argumentation scheme is a relatively fixed “template” for arguing. The idea here
is that the argument scheme classification system is a stage following argument detection and
proposition classification; that is, a two-stage system involving two different classification
systems.
This paper (and some others) relies on the notion of argument schemes or schemata; such
schemes are structures or templates for forms of arguments. Most argumentation schemes are
for defeasible arguments. Walton’s set of 65 argumentation schemes [29] is one of the mostcited scheme-sets in the argumentation literature. According to [31], the five schemes defined
in Table 2 copied below are the most commonly used ones, and they are the focus of the
scheme classification system that is described in this paper. The functional approach is shown
in Figure 7, where it can be seen that argument detection from text precedes the argument
scheme classification step.

Figure
Table 2 Five top argument schemata from [29],
according to [31]

Figure 7 Functional Flow of Argument
Scheme Detection [31]

The classifier approach employs the C4.5 algorithm that is essentially entropy based.
Performance is quite variable, since the various argument schemata vary significantly in the
specificity of cue phrases; this is an issue to be dealt with in classifying argument schemata.
Note that a training data set for either argument detection or scheme detection requires that
the textual corpus be labeled with the “true” argument constructs. This study used the
Araucaria data set available at the Araucaria research project website, http://www.argtech.org/index.php/projects/.

6.3.2 Argument Mining
Moens: State of the Art in Argument Mining [32]
Argumentation mining is defined in [32] as the (automated/automatic) detection of the
argumentative discourse structure in text or speech and the recognition or functional
classification of the components of the argumentation. It is clear from this definition that
various functional capabilities are required in mining, to include detection of lexical units,
identification of sentences containing arguments, and the fit of an argument sample to a
predefined argument schema. This type of functionality can be said to fall into the domain of
Information Retrieval systems, to provide the end user with instructive visualizations and
summaries of an argumentative structure. Moens [32] dates argument mining as having
started in 2007. The notion of argument “zoning” is mentioned as an area of some study,
where a document or corpus is examined to localize sections possibly containing argumentbased content. Moens reviews some works that perform these types of functions as typical of
the current state of the art; typical Precision/Recall/F measures are in the high 60 to low/mid
70% range, which is just fair performance.
This paper also describes some capability goals for argument mining systems. While discussing
the use of machine learning methods, the goal of detecting or recognizing a “full argumentation
tree” is mentioned. Cited papers include [33, 34] that use either a set of piecewise classifiers or
a single set-wise or tree-wise classifier, but these are cited only as methodological examples, ie
these works do not apply such methods to the argument mining problem. Another important
argumentation mining issue stated in [32] is the correct identification of the relationships
between text segments (e.g., the relationship of being a premise for a certain conclusion) and
defining appropriate features that indicate this relationship. Moens suggests that textual
entailment in natural language processing, which focuses on detecting directional relations
between text fragments may be useful.
6.3.3 Argument Invention
•

Walton & Gordon—The Carneades Model of Argument Invention [35]

This paper seems a bit off-topic for our purposes but one aspect that may be of interest is that
the mechanics involved in argument invention may hint at how Stories (in a knowledge base)
and arguments an achieve some symbiosis. Argument invention is a method used by ancient
Greek philosophers and rhetoricians that can be used to help an arguer find arguments that
could be used to prove a claim he needs to defend. The Carneades Argumentation System
(named after the Greek skeptical philosopher Carneades) is said in [35] to be the first argument
mapping tool with an integrated inference engine for constructing arguments from knowledgebases, designed to support argument invention. It can be said that the notion of invention
revolves around the notion of how arguments are evaluated or defended; the idea is to provide
automated support to improve the acceptability of an argument. This tool is intended for
rhetorical-type applications but conceptually could have applicability in analysis frameworks.

We offer an aside re argument evaluation, drawn from [36], as follows: one approach to
argument evaluation revolves around the idea of “critical questions” to evaluate an argument.
In [36] we have: “Critical questions were first introduced by Arthur Hastings [37] as part of his
analysis of presumptive argumentation schemes. The critical questions attached to an
argumentation scheme enumerate ways of challenging arguments created using the scheme.
The current method of evaluating an argument that fits a scheme, like that for argument from
expert opinion, is by a shifting of the burden of proof from one side to the other in a dialog.
When the respondent asks one of the critical questions matching the scheme, the burden of
proof shifts back to the proponent’s side, defeating or undercutting the argument until the
critical question has been answered successfully. At least this has been the general approach of
argumentation theory.” Thus, the presence of critical questions could serve as a mechanism to
assure that pro and contra sides of an argument receive attention.
The Carneades design approach provides a number of “assistants” for helping users with
various argumentation tasks, including a “find arguments” assistant for inventing arguments
from argumentation schemes and facts in a knowledge base, an “instantiate scheme” assistant
for constructing or reconstructing arguments by using argumentation schemes, and a “find
positions” assistant for helping users to find minimal, consistent sets of statements which
would make a goal statement acceptable. The schemes representing knowledge of the domain
in the knowledge base must be programmed manually by an expert. A distinctive contribution
of the Carneades system is the integration of an inference engine in an argument mapping tool.
Although the paper does not emphasize application in the legal domain, it seems clear that this
system is oriented to either legal applications or in rhetorical applications as mentioned
previously.
6.3.4 Argument Visualization (a.k.a. Mapping, Diagramming)
Argument visualization is often claimed to be a powerful method to analyze and evaluate
arguments by providing a capability to understand dependencies among argument components
of evidential components, premises, and conclusions, focusing on the logical, evidential or
inferential relationships among propositions. Argument visualization and theoretical modeling
play important roles to cope with working memory limitations for problem solving, providing
some relief to the cognitive workload that these analyses impute. Since the task of
constructing such visualizations (also described in the literature as argument mapping or
diagramming) is laborious, researchers have turned to the development of software tools that
support the construction and visualization of arguments in various representation formats that
have included graphs and matrices among other forms. To say that there have been a number
of prototype systems developed that support argument diagramming is rather an
understatement—a website provided by Carnegie-Mellon University
(http://www.phil.cmu.edu/projects/argument_mapping/) shows, just on the first page, the
following subset of tools shown in Table X; the complete table goes on for 2-1/2 pages. Note
also the range of representational forms, in part dependent on the argument-model used in the
application.

The effectiveness of such diagramming or mapping tools is reviewed in [38]. Among the tools
that were experimentally tested for their effectiveness were Belvedere, Convince Me,
Questmap, and Reason!Able, which are a sampling of tools from Table 3. While there are many
issues regarding such evaluations discussed in [38] to include criticisms about statistical testing
methodology, the paper concludes that “most results indicated that the tools have a positive
effect on argumentation skills and make the users better reasoners. However, most
experiments did not yield (statistically) significant effects.” Another study [39] showed that
(manual) argument mapping generally helped in understanding arguments and also enhanced
critical thinking; the study also showed that the benefits were greater with computer based
argument mapping.
In [40], Mani and Klein review structured argumentation as an analysis framework for “openended” (ie in operational cases where absolute truth is unknown) intelligence analysis. The
paper is short, opinion-type paper and asserts that structured arguments are a means not just
of representing and reusing reasoning (one useful benefit), but also a means of communicating
and sharing the argument, as analysis is often collaborative. They suggest that one way of
assessing the quality of the associated reasoning is to determine how easy the argument is to
follow and understand. If arguments are constructed in agreeable ways (eg based on argument
models/schema) and correspondingly visualized, presumably they can be more easily
communicated with and discussed with others.

Table 3 Sampling of Computer-supported Argument Diagramming Tools
(see http://www.phil.cmu.edu/projects/argument_mapping/ )
Tool

Description

Representation

Audience

Athena

Argument mapper from Blekinge
Institue of Technology and CERTEC,
Sweden.

Simplified Toulmin

Education

ArgMAP

Argument mapper

Simplified Toulmin

Research

ArguMed

Argument mapper based on DEFLog

DEFLog (Toulmin extension)

Research

Argutect

Argument mapping-like "thoughtprocessor" from Knosis, Pittburgh.

Thought tree (tree of
questions and answers, can be
used as simplified Toulmin)

Productivity,
Education

Araucaria

Argument mapper from Univeristy of
Dundee, UK.

simplified Toulmin

Education

Belvedere

Inquiry / Evidence Maps and
Collaborative concept mapper and
evidence matrix originally developed Matrices (links between claims
and supporting data)
by D. Suthers at LRDC, Pittsburgh,
now at LILT, University of Hawai'i at
Manoa.

Causality Lab

Allows students to solve social
science problems by building
hypotheses, collecting data and
making causal inferences.

Causal diagram and data
charts

Education

Carneades (.pdf)

Toulmin based mathematical model
for legal argumentation

Toulmin

Law

ClaimMaker/
ClaimFinder/
ClaimMapper

Concept mapping of knowledge
claims from S. Buckingham Shum's
Scholarly Ontologies Project, KMI,
Open University, UK.

Concept map with semiformal
ontology for argumentation

Research

Compendium

IBIS mapping tool orginially
developed by Verizon Reserach Labs
and associated with CogNexus
Institue and KMI, Open University.

Dialogue map (concept map
with ontology: nodes can
represent issues, ideas, pro,
con, and notes)

Ill-structured
problems

Convince Me

Creates diagramatic representations
of hypothesis and evidence

Evidence map

Education

Debatabase

Communal, simplified Toulmin
"Debatabase is the world's most
useful resource for student debaters.
Inside you will find arguments for
and against hundreds of debating
Topics, written by expert debaters,
judges and coaches."

Education

Education

To allow an appreciation for what such visualizations look like, we show some examples in Fig.
8; these are drawn from Gordon’s presentation in [41]; we use his format as it typically provides
a screenshot with some remarks on associated features. Belvedere and Araucaria are very

frequently cited as exemplars of relatively recent prototypes for argument visualization (see for
example [42, 43]). A yet more recent example is Rationale, developed in Australia [44], and
using a new “hi-tree” approach to visualization. The most recent prototype we are aware of is
CISpaces, developed under joint US-UK efforts and led by Norman at the University of Dundee.

Belvedere 1995

Araucaria 2001

Largely ArgumentMapping Based

CISpaces 2013-15
ARL ITA Pgm; Univ Aberdeen

Rationale 2003

Figure 8 Sampling of Argument Visualization Prototypes
7. Current-day Computational Support to Argumentation
One other remark that we will offer here is that the greater proportion of research along the
lines of computational support schemes for analysis has been carried out in Europe or at least
outside of the USA. Among the leading centers of such research are:
•
•
•
•

ARG-Tech, at the University of Dundee in Scotland (http://www.arg.dundee.ac.uk/)
Centre for Research in Reasoning, Argumentation and Rhetoric, University of Windsor,
Canada (http://www1.uwindsor.ca/crrar/)
Intelligent Systems Group, University of Utrecht, Holland
(http://www.cs.uu.nl/groups/IS/)
Intelligent Systems Group, University College
London(http://is.cs.ucl.ac.uk/introduction/)

Another barometer of this situation can be seen by examining the locations of the COMMA
Conferences (Computational Models of Argument):
•
•
•
•
•
•

2006: University of Liverpool, (UK)
2008: Universite Toulouse, (France)
2010: Desenzano del Garda (Italy)
2012: Vienna University of Technology (Austria)
2014: Atholl Palace Hotel, Pitlochry (Scotland)
2016: Potsdam University, Germany

To the extent that there is belief that computationally-supported argumentation methods can
be helpful to intelligence analysis, this situation should be of concern to the US academic and
industrial research communities.
7.1 AVERS and CISpaces as Leading Relevant Prototypes
This research program was largely initiated by an early review of a dissertation in Holland
having to do with “Sensemaking software for crime analysis” [45] by Susan van den Braack.
That dissertation provided the spark of thinking, as was first explored in that work, for a hybrid,
story and argumentation based approach to intelligence analysis since intelligence and criminal
analysis requirements have quite similar requirements. This dissertation described AVERS as a
prototype developed within the dissertation effort that was designed to explore alternative
“scenarios” (stories in effect) based on evidentially-supported arguments. A prototype was
developed in the university framework but unfortunately the code for that prototype was not
subsequently maintained (we had contacted Dr. van den Braak to explore this). Nevertheless,
as described in [46], it is clear that the thinking related to the design and realization of AVERS
was very synergistic to our line of research. Formalisms for combining stories and arguments in
this hybrid environment were put forward in [47].
During our program, largely because of our close relations to researchers at the Army Research
Laboratory, we learned that, under the “International Technology Alliance (ITA)” program (a
US-UK cooperative research program) that a team at the University of Aberdeen (at ARG-Tech
as noted above) was carrying out the development of a prototype called “CISpaces”, with goals
also similar to ours.
CISpaces was conceptualized as an initial set of tools for collaborative analysis of arguments
and debate, providing a uniform way of constructing and exchanging arguments based upon
argumentation schemes. The top-level functional design is shown in Fig 9 below [48] and
comprises three main services in a service-based architecture:
•

the evidential reasoning service, supporting collaboration between users in drawing
inferences and forming opinions structured by argumentation schemes;

•
•

the crowd-sourcing service, enabling users to post requests for aggregated opinions
from samples of a population;
the provenance reasoning service, facilitating the storage and retrieval of provenance
data including provenance of information and analysis.

Figure 9 CISpaces Functional Architecture [48]
The core components of CISpaces, as it is highly oriented to a collaborative, multi-analysts
environment, are the WorkBox, the ChatBox and the ReqBox. As described in [48], the WorkBox
permits users to elaborate information by adding new claims or by manually importing
information and conclusions from different locations; e.g., social networks, blogs. Different
forms of argumentation-based dialogue are supported through the ChatBox: collaborative
debate, information retrieval through crowd-sourcing, and reasoning about provenance. The
list of active debates is intended to be maintained in the ReqBox. A snapshot of the analyst
interface that shows these workboxes/services is shown in Figure 10:

Figure 10 CISpaces Analyst Interface [48]

While the development of a real software prototype of this type should be applauded for its
forward-thinking approach and for moving the bar of computational support to argumentation
to a new level, our thoughts on prototype design addressed other, additional issues:
•

•

•

Inclusion of both Hard/sensor data as well as Soft/textual/linguistic data as input
o This is a major change as sensibly all existing argumentation support prototypes
are strictly text-input-based
Major reduction in analyst cognitive workload
o We see this as involving an aggressive inclusion of front-end, automated
processing to aid in argument detection and construction, a major cognitive
workload factor of all current prototypes, to include CISpaces.
o Another aspect is in automated support to final analysis product development,
seen as a narrative or story descriptive of a situational estimate of interest (none
of the computational systems described here address this at all)
Major concern for managing information quality along various lines, including
automated support for relevance-checking and tracking and assessing provenance of
input sources.

Because of our concern for these information quality factors, we established a research thrust
along these lines, summarized in the next section. A later section also addresses our ideas,
largely from our Lockheed teammates, on computational support to narrative development.
8. Foundational Issues in System Design: Focus on Quality in the Large
In this overall effort, our approach has been intended to be holistic in trying to conceptualize a
total-system type capability and to evolve the associated functional design. We also have given
thought to the “meta-qualities” of any such design and initiated an effort within the program to
examine what we are calling “Foundational Issues”. What we mean by this are the
fundamental aspects of Information Quality, which include notions of Relevance and
Uncertainty. This section addresses the results of our probe into these topics; it will be seen
that such issues have been addressed in our functional design.
8.1 Information Quality Effects on Decision-making with Argumentation.
There are multiple definitions of information quality in the human-machine environment such
as “Quality is the totality of characteristics of an entity that bear on its ability to satisfy stated
and implied needs” [49], “Quality is the degree, to which information is meeting user needs
according to external, subjective user perceptions” [50], and “fitness for use”[51 ]. It can be
seen from these definitions that quality is measured in terms of potential and actual benefits to
the user (in the human-machine environment users can be humans or automatic processes).
However the assessment of the “fitness for use” is based is on the characteristics of information
representing inherent properties of information. The inherent information characteristics
(information about information) represent objective quality or meta-data [52]. The same value
of a quality characteristic can represent both meta-data when it is considered by itself but

becomes subjective when considered in relations to use’s objective in a specific context. For
example, timeliness can be either a number between the actual and expected arrival time of
the information or measure of usefulness of this information for the user’s decision.
Information quality has to be evaluated at each step of information exchange in the system to
decide whether this information is useful to the interim processes and decision maker.
Figure 11 shows a subontology of information quality, which contains characteristics especially
important for building a human-machine belief based argumentation system. The next sections
will describe these characteristics and incorporation them into belief-based argumentation in
more detail.

Figure 11. Ontology of the most important for argumentation subjective and
objective quality characteristics (based on [52])
8.1.1 Relevance
As we can see from Figure 11, relevance is one of the central quality characteristics, which can
characterize quality of information content, information source and information presentation.
In order to incorporate models defining relevance in a mixed-initiative argumentation system it
is necessary to understand what relevance and its properties are, the methods of determining
the level of relevance, and how to measure its effect on performance of the system and its

elements. The notion of relevance has been discussed in many publications in philosophy, law,
pragmatics, and information retrieval but the problem of relevance in computational models of
argumentation for threat assessment has not received much attention. At the same time the
process of relevance evaluation at many steps of decision making by argumentation is similar to
the processes of information retrieval.
According to the definition of the Meriam-Webster dictionary, information is relevant if it has
“significant and demonstrable bearing on the matter at hand.” Thus relevance is not a property
but “is understood as a relation; relevance is a tuple—a notion consisting of a number of parts
that have a relation based on some property or criteria” [53 ]. Formally a tuple is ({Pi}, R, {Qj},
S,C), where {Pi } and {Qj} are sets of both tangible or intangible objects, and R is a criterion
defining relevance of these sets (e.g. utility), and S is a measure of the strength of relevance. If
S = 0 , {Pi } and {Qj} are not related, if S = 1 they are completely related. In the uncertain
environment relevance is not binary and S ∈ [0,1]. Relevance strongly depends on context as
well as goals, functions, and expectations of decision makers. The dynamics of context, goals,
and functions of the decision makers in the dynamic environment make relevance a temporal
attribute: irrelevant information can become relevant later or relevant information can become
obsolete at a certain time. There are several questions to be answered before a piece of
information can enter the system:
• Is it relevant to the task or purpose of the processes? To what extent?
• Is the level of relevance enough to justify the use of this information?
• How reliable or trustworthy is the source of the information?
• Whether the information arrives in time?
Thus relevance of the information content depends on the reliability of the source of the
information as well of its timeliness. Relevant information coming from a source of low
reliability (broken sensor, or malicious human source) is irrelevant. Thus relevance of
information content has to be evaluated along with other characteristics of information quality.
There is a definite connection between the cognitive effects of information, information
processing time, and relevance [54]:
•
•

The greater the cognitive effects, the greater the relevance is.
The smaller the processing effort required for deriving these effects, the greater the
relevance is.

Taking into account relevance of information has become more important with the increased
role of social media as a source of information, which significantly increases the amount of
information to be considered, which in turn increases cognitive overload of analysts.
Incorporation of irrelevant data into fusion processes not only can increase cognitive overload
and skew the quality of the result of this process but also negatively affects the performance of
the other processes and ultimately decision making. In a human-machine system consideration

of relevance as a characteristic of the quality of information presentation is especially
important to increase the information cognitive effect.
A relevance filter in an argumentation system should be considered for any elements of
argumentation such as story, premises, conclusions, hypotheses. In a human-computer system
arguments can be created by both human and automatics processes.
First relevance has to be considered for pieces of transient information before it enters the
system in order to evaluate how relevant this information is to the goals, objectives and
functions of the analyst even if this information does not contain arguments. At this point
information is considered in relation to essential elements of information defined by these
goals, objectives and functions. Information relevance or irrelevance here can be considered.
Information relevance means that given the value of Z in context C, obtaining information
about X gives us no new information about Y [60]. Since there may be multiple
analyst/automatic process sub functions, relevance of this information need to be evaluated
according to each of them. For example since threat is characterized as an integrated whole of
threat, opportunity, and capability; relevance of incoming information has to be evaluated
separately for each threat component. The obtained information (evidence) represents an
input to an argumentation system and again has to be evaluated for relevance. Relevant
evidence is defined by Walton [55] as “evidence having any tendency to make the existence of
any fact that is of consequence to the determination of the action more probable or less
probable than it would be without the evidence.”
Quantification of the level of relevance traditionally is based on the following definition [61]:
“On the basis of prior evidence e, a hypothesis h is considered, and the change in the
likelihood of h due to additional evidence i is examined. If the likelihood of h is changed by the
addition of i to e, i is said to be relevant to h on the evidence e; otherwise it is irrelevant. In
particular, if the likelihood of h is increased due to the addition of i to e, i is said to be positively
relevant to h; if the likelihood is decreased, i is said to be negatively relevant.”
Usually Relevance Analysis processes qualifying relevance are based on two methods [62]: the
Probability Covariance and the Mutual Information. They are evaluated in [61], the authors of
which discussed their drawbacks. Namely, while the probability covariance
R( X , Y ) =
E (( X − E ( X ))(Y − E (Y )) can be used to state whether two random variables X and
Y are positively relevant if R ( X , Y ) = 1 or negatively relevant. This approach however fails to
state whether they are relevant or independent when R( X , Y ) = 0 .
The main problem with the mutual information based relevance
p ( x, y )
is that it is not capable to define the relevance degree but
R( X , Y ) = ∑ p ( x, y ) log
p( x) p( y )
x, y
only say that the information components X and Y are relevant.

The authors of [61] introduced a different measure to represent relevance between two
sentences:
H ( X | Y = yk )
H (X )
,
=
−
R( X , Y )
2
2
∑ p( x) ∑ (log p( y)) ∑ p( x)2 ∑ p( y)2
x

y

x

y

where H ( X ) = −∑ p ( x) log p ( x) , H ( X | Y =
−∑ p ( x | Y =
yk ) =
yk ) log p ( x | Y =
yk )
x

x

Y ∈ { y1 ,..., ym } and X ∈ {x1 ,..., xn } are possible events Y and X, respectively, for example, two
sentences to be compared. This relevance measure has advantages as compared with the
Probability Covariance and the Mutual Information since it produces a relevance degree
between 0 and 1, and does not require the conditional probability density. At the same time
this measure as well as the Probability Covariance and the Mutual Information requires
knowledge of probability distributions, which in turn requires a large library of sentences.
Relevance of arguments corresponds to the decision to enter arguments in an argumentation
process and is based on the degree to which the premise supports the conclusion. Evaluation of
argument relevance has to be done based on semantic similarity. It should be based not on
information relevance but rather on causal relevance: “X is causally relevant to Y in context Z”,
which can be interpret to mean “Changing X will affect Y once Z is held constant” [60]. Causal
relevance exists if the relations if-then, coordinate relationship, successive order relationships,
etc. exist. In application to relevance of arguments, causal relevance means “How much does
the premise influence the conclusion?” Inferring casual relevance between the premise and
conclusion requires many grammatical rules obtained from the analysis of multiple domain
specific corpora.
Human understanding of relevance is more than the result of natural language processing or
matching algorithms. Humans can find other relevant information of arguments that is not
detected by a system for a variety of reasons [53]. Humans derive relevant arguments and
provide a level of relevance by using their expertise, prior experience, ideas and clues so
human-based relevance is subjective. At the same time relevance obtained by automatic
processes can also be considered subjective since the result depends of the selected method.
Based on [53, 56, 57, 58] where relevance is considered in the field of information retrieval, we
summarize different types of relevance existing in an argumentation based human-machine
systems:
•
•

Topic or Subject relevance: Information relevance of the domain of interest expressed
as key words, phrases and their parts and a stream of incoming information from
multiple sources. “Aboutness is the criterion by which topicality is inferred.”
Argumentation system relevance: Causal and information relevance between sentences,
the premises and conclusions, hypotheses, arguments or parts of arguments, stories or
pieces of stories and information or information objects in the system (incoming

information, the results of interim processes, databases, etc.) as retrieved or as failed to
be retrieved, by a given procedure or algorithm. Each system element has specific
purpose and implementation and the relevance definition methods depend on this.
• “Cognitive relevance: Relevance of the cognitive state of knowledge of a user and
information or information objects. Cognitive correspondence, “informativeness,”
novelty, information quality, and the like are criteria by which cognitive relevance is
inferred.” The literature presents multiple examples of such cognitive or “physiological
(psychological perhaps?) relevance” [53]. For example, in [59, 60] the results of
experiments in various areas of medicine are presented, which showed “causal
connections between previously unrelated phenomena to derive relevance relations
where none existed before; these relations were derived from literature and later
confirmed in clinical testing.” Cognitive relevance describes relations between
information and the user’s cognitive state. Since the ability to derive relevant arguments
strongly depends on expertise, the symbiosis of human analyst and automatics system is
required to improve relevance evaluation.
• Affective relevance: Relevance of the intents, goals, emotions, and motivations of a
user, and information user receive.
8.1.2 Uncertainty Representation and Management
Data and information (acquired by physical or human sensors), arguments detected/produced
by analysts; information obtained from intra-system processes such as argument detection and
construction, are imperfect (e.g. uncertain and imprecise). Imperfection is the result of “partial
knowledge of the true value of the data” and arises from either a lack of information or
imperfection of both formal and cognitive models [63, 64], human error, and malicious intent.
For example, Imperfection can be represented and managed within different theories such as
probability, Bayesian probability, belief, interval probability, possibility and fuzzy set theories,
conflict by belief and possibility theories. Selection of one of these theories depends on context,
existence of prior probability, type of information (soft, hard, or both), whether the hypotheses
about the state of environment under consideration are exhaustive, etc. For example,
probability theory can be used to deal with repeatable experiments producing objective relative
frequencies while belief, possibility, or fuzzy theories are used to represent credibility
(believability) of information which is not completely trustworthy.
The Transferable Belief Model (TBM) [65] is suggested here as the one of the most appropriate
for the uncertain dynamic threat environment. The TBM is a two-level model, in which
quantified beliefs in hypotheses about an object or state of the environment are represented
and combined at the credal level while decisions are made based on probabilities obtained
from the combined belief by the pignistic transformation at the pignistic level. Dempster–
Shafer beliefs [66], probability, and possibility [67] distributions can be expressed as belief
structures represented in the framework of the TBM allowing representing both soft and hard
information [68]. Beliefs are sub-additive, which permits for numerically expressing uncertainty
and ignorance. Within the TBM, the unnormalized Dempster’s rule can combine basic belief
masses based on multiple pieces of evidence, and allow for incorporation of belief reliability.

Moreover, the TBM works under the open world assumption, i.e., it does not assume that the
set of hypotheses under consideration is exhaustive. It also permits to represent conflict. These
properties of the TBM have been successfully exploited in information fusion in general and in
the threat context specifically (see for example [69-72]).
Formally let Θ be a set of atomic hypotheses about the state of the environment or an identity
of an object: Θ ={θ1 ,..., θ k } . Let 2Θ denote the power set. A function m is called a basic belief
assignment (bba) if:
m : 2Θ → [ 0 ,1] ,

1.
∑ m(A) =

(1)

A⊆Θ

In the majority of belief models m(∅) (uncommitted belief) is defined as zero (closed world
assumption) while the TBM is the only belief model, in which uncommitted belief can be nonzero. The function, Bel is derived from the basic belief assignment:
1
(2)
Bel ( A) =
∑ m( A).
1 − m(∅) B ⊆ A
There is one to one correspondence between basic belief assignments and beliefs defined by
(2).
If m1 and m2 are basic belief assignments defined on Θ, they can be combined at the credal
level with TBM by conjunctive combination or unnormalized Dempster’s rule, defined as:
=
mΘ ( A)

∑

B∩D=
A

m1 ( B)m2 ( D), ∀A ⊆ Θ

(3)

There are special types of belief functions, which are especially suitable for representing
evidence coming from multiple sources, i.e., simple and separable support functions. Bel is a
simple support function with focus A with support s, if ∃ A ⊆ Θ such that Bel ( B)= s ≠ 0 if
A ⊆ B , B ≠ 0 , and Bel ( B) = 0 otherwise. Separable support function is a combination of simple
support functions. If Bel is a simple support function with focus A ≠ Θ , then:
m( A) = s, m(Θ) = 1 − s, and m = 0 otherwise.

(4)

Belief combination at the credal level in the TBM follows by decision making at the pignistic
level by using pignistic probability:
| A ∩ B | mΘ ( B)
(6)
BetP Θ ( A) ∑
=
, ∀A ⊆ Θ ,
| B | 1 − m(∅)
B ⊆Θ
where | A | is the number of elements of Θ in A.
The TBM allows for declining with variable reliability of sources by considering “discount rules,”
which are the methods of transforming credibility of each source represented by basic belief
assignments to account for their reliability and then use these transformed beliefs in the
Dempster’s rule of combination. In general these methods use reliability coefficients to

redistribute the degree of support for different hypotheses based on reliability of beliefs into
these hypotheses.
There are several ways of building discounted basic probability assignments ( m disc ). One of
them is defined for simple support functions m with atomic hypothesis θ k as a focal element to
“discount” beliefs into this hypothesis by Rk .
In this case for each source I we will have:
mkdisc ( A ) Rk mk ( A ), ∀A ⊂ Θ ,
=

(7)

mkdisc ( Θ ) = 1 − Rk + Rk ⋅ m( Θ )

As it was mentioned above, one of the attractive properties of the TBM is the fact that the basic
belief masses can be successfully used to represent Dempster– Shafer beliefs, and probability and
possibility distributions [68] allowing for fusion of multiple uncertainty representation. This
property as applied to threat assessment in the framework of belie-based argumentation was
discussed in [73].
Thus a probability distribution, which can characterise output of certain sensors can be
represented as a Bayesian belief structure [66] m pr = P , in which focal elements, i.e. subsets of
the frame of discernment in which basic belief assignments is not zero, are singletons. Possibility
distributions usually come from linguistic propositions representing observers’ confidence in the
evidence they supply (e.g., not sure, sure, absolutely sure). This confidence in turn represents
confidence in arguments in our case, and can be used for dealing with uncertainty and
imprecision of soft information. Let C be a confidence of an observer, which takes its value in
the space X , and Π : X → [0,1] then for each x ∈ X possibility distribution π ( x) means the
possibility that x has value C . A possibility distribution can be viewed as the membership
function of the fuzzy set of variable x.
In the framework of belief functions, a possibility distribution Π can be represented by a belief
structure with nested focal elements. Let us assume that the elements in X are indexed in
decreasing order of possibility, i.e. π i ≥ π j if i < j . Then we can represent the possibility
distribution by using a Dempster-Shafer belief structure m poss with focal elements Fj , j = 1, J :
m kπos ( Fj ) =
π kj − π kj +1 with π Jk +1 =
0 by convention.

(5)

After both probability and possibility distributions are now expressed as belief structures
represented in the framework of the TBM, they can be combined with beliefs assigned to
evidences from set S1k with the Dempster rule to obtain a belief structure m over hypotheses H,
which will be used for computation of pignistic probability and decision making.

8.1.3 Trust and Reliability
There are multiple definitions of trust and reliability and there is no consensus among theorists
on how to define trust [74]. At the same time most approaches rely on some version or another
of the conception proposed in [75], for which trust is “a psychological state comprising the
intention to accept vulnerability based upon positive expectations of the intentions or behavior
of another” [76]. As it is stated in [77] “trust must be viewed as a layered notion in its basic
meaning of subjective trust, trust is “a belief, attitude, or expectation concerning the likelihood
that the actions or outcomes of another individual, group or organization will be acceptable or
will serve the actor’s interests” [78]. Having this in mind we define trust as a subjective
information quality characteristic which can be defined as a subjective level of belief of an agent
(either human or computational) that information he is using is sufficiently reliable (objective
quality characteristics) and can be admitted in the system.. Trust in information/arguments
should be considered in relation to the user goals and functions and in a particular context. It
has to be evaluated at various steps of an argumentation system, i.e. when information enters
the system, at each inter-process step, at the time when the argumentation result is presented
to the analyst. Utilization of the notion of trust and its managements “aims at supporting
decision making in the presence of unknown, uncontrollable and possibly harmful entities” [79].
As it can be seen in Figure 10 that trust in information as a subjective quality characteristic can
be defined by reliability of the information source (physical, human sensors or processing
results) and information presentation (trust in automation), which then alone or in combination
of other meta-data characteristics will serve for establishing the level of trust [74]. There are
several types of reliability (trust) to be considered: [52, 80, 81]
•
•
•
•
•

Reliability measuring historical correctness of a source such as historical correctness of
intelligence analyst or fusion result (experience or reputation-based reliability).
Credential-based reliability defined by interaction with other sources.
Reliability from expert opinion
Reliability defined by the level of training
Reliability as a second level of uncertainty, which measures reliability of the level of
belief (credibility) assigned to the piece of information/argument by a human, or
obtained as the result of automatic processing. Consideration of this type of reliability is
especially important for belief combination in general and belief in arguments in
particular, since the belief combination methods assume that the sources are equally
reliable and ignoring belief reliability can lead to a skewed fusion result. This type of
reliability is usually represented by reliability coefficients α ∈ [0,1].

The last definition is introduced since, for example, a human source can be truthful or does not
have malicious intent but the level of belief he assigned to a certain statement can be wrong.
Ideally, reliability of a source has to be evaluated by combining all these reliability
characteristics. It is important to notice that credible information may not be reliable and

reliable information may not be credible. It can be seem from the definition of different types
of reliability that we can have either direct or indirect reliability.
Source reliability can be incorporated in the argument or input information combination by
utilizing so called “quality control, which can include [52]:
•

•
•
•
•

Eliminating messages, physical sensor processing results, or arguments of insufficient
reliability from consideration. The level of reliability to be considered insufficient
(source is not trusted) depends of the user’s needs while a user can be either an analyst
or an automatic process.
Incorporating reliability into models and processing by modifying the fusion processes.
Modifying beliefs into information/arguments by compensating for its quality before
processing or presenting to the users
Delaying transmission of information to the next processing level or to decision makers
until it has matured as a result of additional observations and/or computations
improving its reliability (any-time decision making)
Combination of strategies mentioned above.

Two types of information used in argumentation (hard and soft) have to be processes
separately for building argumentation and computing their credibility to address the problem of
different belief representation. Hard data is obtained as the processing result of physical
sensors (acoustic, imaging, etc.) as well as the result of automatic processes such as automatic
argument extraction. Information flow of the process defining reliability of hard incoming
information at time t observed by a single sensor (direct reliability) is represented in Figure 12.
As it is shown in Figure 12, reliability of hard information is defined by applicability of a sensor
in a specific context obtained from domain knowledge; statistical information corresponding to
sensor performance and applicability of the sensor model in the context under consideration.
A similar information flow can be considered for obtaining direct reliability of an argument is by
assessing reliability of the arguments mining process. At the same time reliability of the
argument mining process requires taking into account reliability of the sources of the
information used as input into this process.
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Figure 12. Hard information reliability (time t)
Since we consider dynamic situation when information/ obtained at time t has to be fused with
relevant and reliable information obtained at time t+1. It is possible that several copies of the
same message can enter the system from a sensor at different time, which may erroneously
increase it reliability. Thus it is necessary to follow the history of these messages (provenance
or pedigree) to avoid this problem. The issues of provenance will be discussed later in this
subsection.
While direct reliability of hard data can be obtained from domain knowledge and statistical
information based on the previous experience/experiments, defining reliability of soft data is a
more difficult problem. For example, sources of soft information can be unreliable if they do
not have incentives to tell the truth or enough knowledge about the context, in which
observations are made. Another problem is that the soft information is rarely characterized by
direct reliability since in many cases it comes from a network of agents with variable reliability,
for example, from social networks.
One source of soft information utilized in argumentation systems is an analyst who processes
incoming information presented to him and assigns a level of reliability to arguments based on
reliability and timeliness of incoming information, and his level of trust in information
presented to him. In addition reliability of such argument depends on reliability of the analyst
judgment (reliability of argument from expert judgement). Expert is can be defined as
‘‘someone who is epistemically responsible for a particular domain of knowledge’’ and experts
do not know something through intellectual trust in others, but knows something ‘‘for himself’’

[82]. Expert has expertise in a particular area makes his assertions reliable—more likely to be
true than false [83]. At the same time, in order to assume that expert opinion completely
reliable, it is important to take into account his characteristics (education, experience, prior and
tacit knowledge, history of judgements) and understanding of context.
There are several issues to consider in modeling indirect trust such as: (see, e.g. [83-90]):
•
•
•
•
•

how sources such as social media can be manipulated
how one should revise one’s notions of trust based on the past actions of individuals
which of several competing sources of conflicting information one should trust
how to take into account reliability of each individual.
what are the methods of propagating reliability through the “reliability network?

To address the majority of these issues, it is necessary to consider their provenance (pedigree).
Provenance as defined in [92] is information about entities, activities, and people involved in
producing a piece of data or thing to be used to form assessments about their quality, reliability
or trustworthiness. Establishing the reliability of information used for detecting and
constructing arguments is imperative for correctly reasoning about them, and making decisions
about what is going on. Provenance defines the origins of information and how and by whom
this information is interpreted before entering the system. Provenance is used to construct a
trust network, in which nodes represent information sources and links the level of trust
between a pair of sources.
A general provenance models available on the web is PROV-DM [92] represents “a generic data
model for provenance that allows domain and application specific representations of
provenance to be translated into a data model and interchanged between systems. PROV-DM,
a conceptual model allowing domain and application specific representations of provenance to
be translated into such a data model as well as interchanged between systems. Thus,
heterogeneous systems can export their native provenance into such a core data model,
process it, and reason over it. For example, in [86] a model of argumentation scheme exploits
PROV-DM while drawing and assessing conclusions.
Figure 13 shows an information flow in information processing for obtaining reliability of an
argument constructed by an analyst. Provenance there is represented by a reliability network,
in which nodes denote variable sources of information, and directed links define reliability of
information transferred between them. Reasoning about reliability of each node results in
reliability of incoming information presented by an analyst, who evaluates its trustworthy and
defined arguments. Reliability of this argument is a combination of incoming information and
reliability of the analyst.
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Figure 13. Information flow in the processes of obtaining reliability of an argument
constructed by an analyst
Implementation of the processing shown in Figure 13 requires methods for defining relevance
of information transmitted between nodes, relevance propagation involving a combination of
trust in an individual node, a method of constructing the network, dealing with cycles in this
network, understanding node independence, a criteria to define whether the reliability of
information presented to an analyst is trustworthy enough for build an argument and assign
reliability to it. A review of various models of reliability and trust evaluation is presented in [94].
If reliability is represented by probabilities or beliefs, reliability networks can be considered as
belief networks and belief propagation is similar to intercausal reasoning in probabilistic
networks [87,93]. In [91] a qualitative model of trust (reliability) evaluation by argumentation is
offered.
9. Computational Support for Narrative Development
As described earlier, for a broad range of intelligence analysis requirements, the desired final
output of analysis is a situational picture of some type. In most cases these situations are best
communicated as a story or narrative description (e.g., see [21]). However, none of the system
concepts and prototypes reviewed here addresses the issue of providing computational support

to narrative development. In this next section, we describe our team’s approach and some
actual prototyping (done by Lockheed in conjunction with Virginia Tech in a separate effort).
9.1 Using Topic Modeling to Assess Story Relevance and Narrative Formation
As was remarked in particular for Section 6.3 of this report, here too we note that some
elements of this section were extracted closely from the conference paper that reported the
original work on Topic Modeling carried out in part by Lockheed ATL; see [95] for the original
paper.
Storytelling as a data-mining concept was introduced by Kumar et.al. in [96]. Storytelling (or
“connecting the dots”) aims to relate seemingly disjoint objects by uncovering hidden or latent
connections and finding a coherent intermediate chain of objects. This problem has been
studied in a variety of contexts, such as entity networks [97], social networks [98], cellular
networks [99], and document collections [100-103]. The unsupervised learning technique for
storytelling called Story Chaining links related documents in a corpus to build a story or
narrative arc [100]. The story chaining approach uses a real-time, flexible storytelling approach
that can be used for streaming (online) data as well as for offline data. Because it is fully
unsupervised, this approach does not carry the costs of competing approaches such as the need
for configuration with domain knowledge or labeling of training data. As such, Story Chaining is
ideal for new and frequently evolving domains. Figure 14 presents an example of a story chain
generated from a corpus of news stories published in Brazil in 2013. The story chains generated
from this approach can potentially tell a story about what is happening over time and across
news articles by focusing on how the same people, organizations, and locations occur between
documents. For this reason, story chains may be considered to be a narrative structure.
Because story chaining is an unsupervised, automated process that generates many results,
there is a need to identify the story chains that contain the clearest narratives. Shahriar et.al
[100] uses context overlap as a measure to produce stories that stick to one context by
extracting context sentences from a document using a Naive Bayes classifier. The authors, for
assessing quality, also use dispersion plots and dispersion coefficient to evaluate the overlap of
contents of the documents in a chain and thereby quality. Shahaf et.al. in [102, 103] define
concepts of chain coherence, coverage, and connectivity that offer more insights into the
storytelling process. Our approach differs in that it learns a topic model over the corpus and
tries to associate certain types of topic change across a story chain as an indicator of how clear
of a narrative structure is contained within a story chain.
Topic models are probabilistic models for uncovering the underlying semantic structure of a
document collection based on a hierarchical Bayesian analysis of the original texts [104]. They
have been applied to a wide range of text to discover patterns of word use, or topics, across a
corpus and to connect documents that share similar structure. In this way, topic models provide
a way to create a structure from unstructured text in an unsupervised manner. We leverage
them in our work primarily for this reason.

In our research, we have investigated the use of topic model based analytics to evaluate the
clarity of the story chain narrative structure. This work proposes two different kinds of
measures of assessment, representativeness and quality.
Firstly, we considered a measure of representativeness that captures how well a story chain
represents the corpus from which it was generated. For example, the story chain in Figure 13
was generated from a corpus of thousands of documents published in Brazil in 2013 and it tells
a clear story about the Pope visiting Brazil. The stories in the chain take place over a period of
11 days and fit well with the dominant theme of the corpus during that time period which
focuses on social issues and protests. Our measure of representativeness is assessed by
comparing the similarity of topics found over time in a story chain against those expressed in
the corpus during the same time period. This measure assumes the corpus contains dominant
topics that are desirable to understand. Our hypothesis for investigating representativeness
was the idea that story chains with similar topic expression to the corpus will convey narratives
that are central to the corpus.
Secondly, we considered a measure of quality in which higher quality story chains exhibit a
characteristic of focusing on a small number of stable topics, rather than many interleaved or
shifting topics. To evaluate this form of quality, we decomposed the measure into two
contributing measures, topic persistence and topic consistency.
Topic persistence was designed to capture volatility in topic focus within a story chain. In other
words, how often does the topic of a chain shift across each link in the story chain? For
example, consider a story chain that has 11 articles such that there are 10 transitions in the
story chain connecting one article to the next article in the chain. Topic Persistence (TP) will
indicate how well topics persist between links. If most of those 10 transitions represent a
change in the main topic of the article, then that story chain would have a lower TP score than a
chain in which most of those 10 transitions represented no change in the main topic. In this
way, if a story chain has a high TP score, then most of the links in the chain represent
connections between 2 articles that are discussing the same main topic, and hence, the
narrative structure is exhibiting more stable structure for a, hypothetically, better quality chain.
Topic consistency (TC) is a relative assessment of the stability of the main topic of the story
chain. More specifically, TC assesses how regularly the main topic of the story chain appears as
a main topic of an article within the story chain. For example, if a story chain is made up of 10
articles and has a main topic of political unrest, TC will indicate how stable that main topic of
political unrest is by looking at each of the 10 contributing articles and seeing is political unrest
appears as the primary topic within those 10 articles. If only 3 of those 10 articles are focused
on political unrest for a TC = 3/10 or 30%, that means that most of the articles in the chain are
focused on (1) different topics, and (2) a variety of different topics such that consensus did not
exceed 3. Compare this to a scenario in which the story chain had 7 articles focusing on political
unrest where TC = 7/10 or 70%. In this case, the topic is much more consistent throughout the
chain (not necessarily consecutively) and hence, the narrative structure more centered on
political unrest and, hypothetically, of better quality.

Our results indicate that using topic model based analytics to predict the quality of a narrative
structure is a promising avenue of research. We found correlations between all of our analytics
and the human scoring of our story chains, with particularly strong correlation to the relevance
metric.
The need to build situational awareness from increasingly large sets of textual data means we
must have automatic methods to construct narrative structures from text without regard to
domain factors such as actors, event types, etc. The metrics presented in this paper provide a
means to assess these narrative structures so that only the most useful narrative structures are
transformed into narratives. In this work, we define three metrics of relevance, topic
persistence and topic consistency to assess narrative structure. We specify and implement
these measures with respect to a narrative structure of story chains generated by an
unsupervised narrative generation technique presented in [100]. This data is processed to
provide analytical evidence for the usefulness of these metrics for identifying high quality story
chains.
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Figure 14 Overview of Topic Modeling Strategy for Narrative Development
10. A Comprehensive Look at Top-Level Functional Design
Before attempting to develop a specific functional design, we expended some effort in ranging
over broad notions of a complete functional design, as a basis to frame our thinking. Here, we
describe those thoughts for these high-level framework concepts.

The following is a top-level functional design of a notional prototype system that incorporates
all of the research done during this effort. The goals of the system should be to make data
collection easier and more relevant for the analyst. The system should work with the analyst to
ask and form relevant questions and to help in finding the answers. Initially, the data collection
will be collaborative with the option to automate as much as possible to offload the analyst.
The analyst should be able to visualize the data in a simple and concise way and allow for
multiple hypotheses to be created and explored. The ultimate goal of the system is to build out
a set of structured arguments, determine COAs, and generate a set of narratives or stories of
what the data represents. The collage of functions that a totally complete system should
address is shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15 Comprehensive Collage of Desired Functionality
Data Collaboration
The system should allow the analyst to define goals using context and intent to automatically
drive the data collection of all relevant data. Multiple hypotheses need to be created and
managed as the data is fed into the system. As data is collected and organized, the missing
gaps in the data can be identified and new data sources can be used to fill in the pieces.
Data Collection (Raw Data)
We expect to process both hard data and soft data. Hard data contains specific track about
specific entities. Soft data contains references to these entities that need to be fused together
to create a set of possible outcomes. (Need some examples of raw data.)
Data Fusion (Processed Data)
In order to manage and keep track of all the data flowing into the system, we need to be able to
organize the data into searchable fused knowledge. The context of what the analyst needs to
find will help to reduce the cognitive load and allow the analyst to concentrate on more
important tasks. Various parameters (e.g. trust, relevance, reliability, bias, belief, rigor, source,
quality, time, probabilities) will be assigned to entities within the data. This will allow the

system to automatically apply fusion algorithms, create index graphs and relationships, help to
align the data in time, and make it easier for the analyst to find information.
Sense Making and Decision Making
Once a process is in place to collect, store and fuse the data, the analyst and/or the system will
be able to mine the data for relevant information. The analyst can perform “what if” analysis
and determine how the different contexts or filters change the state of each hypothesis,
template, or narrative.
After the data has been processed and presented to the user, the analyst can then make
decisions about the data that was collected. Structured Arguments can be built for each of the
hypotheses to show the pros and cons of the arguments being made. COAs can be determined
based on the templates applied to the data. Stories can also be created based on the narrative
derived from the data.
Multiple Hypothesis Management

The system needs to be able to help the analyst manage and maintain a set of hypothesis about
the data being collected. Filters are applied to the fused data to extract relevant data that
matches each hypothesis. Structured arguments can then be extracted that helps to explain
which data supports or refutes each of the hypotheses.
Template Matching

The system needs to be able to also manage a set of templates that can help guide the analyst
to find gaps in the knowledge and find where to fill in the holes. Filters are applied to the fused
data to match the data to each specific template. The templates could then be used to trigger
when and how data is collected to generate a set of COAs.

Extract Stories

The system needs to be able to use filters to search for information with in the fused data to
generate a set of storyboards. These storyboards are then merged into an overall narrative
that can explain what was found in the data.
Visualization
The system should allow the analyst to visualize the data using different perspectives, generate
information histograms, and validate the results as they are processed. The analyst should be
able to redirect the focus of the data processing and make changes as needed to the data that
is found. The system should be able to present the data in multiple perspectives to allow the
analyst better insight to what is stored in the data.
11. Developing a Functional Design for an Advanced-capability Prototype
An effective approach to architecting our proposed decision-support concept requires that we
assert our views of the overall reasoning process from evidence to decision-making and
decision enablement. Most traditional characterizations describe decision-making (DM) as
contemplative, analytic, involving nomination and evaluation of options that are weighed in
some context, eventually leading to a choice of a “course of action (COA)”. This model, often
labeled as the “System 2” model, can be seen in most descriptions of the “Military DecisionMaking Process” or MDMP as for example in published military Field Manuals such as in [105].
The literature also identifies a “System 1” or largely intuitive decision-making paradigm (IDM)
that operates in conjunction with System 2 processes in what is argued to be an improved DM
process model, often called the “Dual-Process Model”. Most research in decision support
however has focused on System 2 DM ideas since this model is quantitative and can be
mathematically studied using notions of utility theory and other frameworks for mensuration.
We intend however to factor the Dual-Process Model concept into our systemic design
approach; the basis of this rationale cannot be elaborated here but we offer our references for
the interested reader, e.g., [106, 107].
Furthermore, in our view of the System Support context for DM, we see what today are called
Sensemaking processes, as lying between automated System Support capabilities such as Data
Fusion processes and DM processes, in a stage wherein “final” situation assessments and
understandings (in the human mind) are developed. Thus, our view of this meta-process is as a
three-stage operation: System Support (SS) as an automated process that nominates
algorithmically-formed situational hypotheses (such as from the combined operations of data

fusion and argumentation), followed by human-computer, mixed-initiative processes for
Sensemaking and symbiosis, whose narrative-type products provide the vetted situational
assessments needed for decision-making. There is a substantive literature on Sensemaking,
such as those previously cited [108, 109]. Our key thoughts on and rational for the metaarchitecture for System Support described briefly here have been summarized in [105]. Finally,
in the face of significant production pressures and rapidly proliferating data availability —and
the resulting data overload deluging the professional analyst—it is increasingly easy for analysts
and decision-makers to be trapped by shallow, low-rigor analysis; improvements in rigor have
been previously discussed and are part of our proposed design. At the highest level, and
consistent with the System Support/Fusion—Sensemaking--Decision-making interdependent
processes concept, we see our initial prototype as embedded in the Sensemaking dynamic
(note that this is an initial, design-in-process), as shown in Figure 16:
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Figure 16 The Hybrid Scheme in the Context of a Meta-Architecture Involving FusionSensemaking-Decision-Making (see [108])
Building on these ideas, we formed our initial functional design as shown in Figure 17. Included
in this design are the specifics of the Hard-Soft data association operations that would be part
of the Fusion/System Support segment in an eventual final design. The figure can be examined
by starting at the bottom where notional Use Cases are also shown—these include current
service-specific mission operations, Joint service operations, and a technological type thrust
that examines the proposed methods as having disruptive properties:

•
•
•
•

Army: Operations in Megacities, Syrian Civil War
o Megacity operations are an evolving new Army interest
Navy: Piracy (NATO), Autonomous ISR Systems
o Piracy is a continuing NATO interest, ONR has considerable interest in
UAV/UXV operations
Joint: Expeditionary Operations (Anti-Access Area Denial, A2AD),
o Joint operations dealing with A2AD issues are an evolving widespread interest
Assess Hybrid Argumentation Technology as Disruptive
o And of course these proposed methods can be studied from the technological
point of view as a new and disruptive capability

For any Use Case, we envision that there would be the opportunity or need to enable both Hard
and Soft data stream inputs of various types as peculiar to each of the Use Cases. Using the
“Foundational” ideas of Section 8 especially in regard to forming computational support
techniques for Relevance filtering and Provenance accounting, we show those two functional
blocks first, operating on both data streams. (Note that there may be some preprocessing
required for the Hard Data stream to frame the results into Entity-Attribute sets.) These filters
ideally provide relevant and qualified data to two processes: a Natural Language Processor
(NLP) and Argument Detection and Nomination (ADM) process. The functions of each of these
operations are:
•
•

NLP: extract Named Entities and associated features and attributes of those Named
Entities
ADM: detect and construct argument phrases with labeled Schemas as possible

Metadata is also available for both processing operations. The outputs of both NLP and ADM
(and possible Hard Data preprocessing) are inputs to the Hard/Soft Data Association process
that correlates the Entity-Attribute sets and forms the associated and reconciled fused
Entity/Attribute results, i.e., the associated, fused Entity/Enriched Attribute evidential data set
as shown on Figure x. This output provides a feedback to the Argument Detection processing
(that contains labeled Entities) so that these identified Entities can be enriched with the
associated/fused Attributes. Note that there can be possible outlier Entities here, since the
ADM process is only Soft-data-based; this is a reconciliation issue yet to be determined. One
idea is to engage the human analyst in the process of integrating and managing these outlier
Entities. At this point, this front-end processing has automatically produced nominated
arguments with associated and enriched/fused Entity/Attribute pairs—this capability is a highpriority goal of our approach as this capability has the potential to greatly reduce human
cognition workload in terms of argument construction, a major issue even in the most modern
prototypes we have reviewed. These nominated arguments then are vetted with analyst
intervention and once vetted can provide draft input to our proposed Topic Modeling/Narrative
Construction software that aids in a mixed-initiative, human-machine symbiotic process of

hybrid argument/story combination. These operations will likely involve the management of
competing hypotheses for which Lockheed IRAD software may also provide automated support.
These operations would take advantage of Bex’s theories and methods for hybrid correlation of
the evidentially-grounded arguments and stories emanating both from the analyst and from the
Topic Modeling story-nomination process.
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Figure 17 The Final Functional Design
This is of course an ambitious vision but is one that sets a new milestone we think for
automated support to intelligence analysis. A number of details have to be worked out but the
considerably advanced capabilities that a system like this can provide will move the bar forward
in terms of revolutionary, disruptive automated support to intelligence analysis.
11.1 Looking Ahead: Possible Test and Evaluation Schemes
Given that our end-goal of this project was to develop initial thoughts on a functional design, it
was considered necessary to explore possible strategies for Test and Evaluation (T&E) as well as
possible metrics for evaluation, since the quality of any possible prototype would be measured
by some appropriate T&E approach.

There are various important functions in the proposed top-level design of Fig 16. As the
multisource Data Association process is considered key in any Information Fusion process, one
critical aspect of a T&E approach would suggest a scheme for evaluating Hard-Soft Data
Association. Here, we would suggest the approach of the MURI program that the Center for
Multisource Information Fusion at the University at Buffalo developed as at least a starting
approach (this is well-documented in [109, 110]); this technique was explored and tested with
good success on that program.
Testing of Natural Language Processing (NLP) methods is a very broad topic but one focus for
the proposed design in on Named Entity extraction, a key capability for good performance in
the proposed scheme. Here too the methods employed on the prior MURI program could be
applied to evaluate performance in any Use Case application; these techniques are discussed in
[111].
There is not much literature on specific evaluation techniques for the various front-end
argument detection/construction methods we would intend to explore, but most of these rely
on some type of classification framework, and evaluation of such text extraction methods. The
cited literature of Section 6, along with various survey papers on classifier evaluation form an
adequate starting point for developing an evaluation approach.
Evaluating the quality of argument constructs is an area where there is considerable literature.
There are various websites on this topic (e.g.,
http://www.csuchico.edu/~egampel/students/evaluating.html)) and a wide variety of papers
that address this topic (e.g., [112]). Much of the literature discusses notions of argument
strength, different for deductive, inductive, and abductive arguments and introduce related
ideas on validity of premises and other issues. This literature is helpful toward test planning but
we prefer Dahl’s ideas on the notion of argument persuasiveness that in turn relates to ideas on
“explanatory coherence” as a technique for evaluating the persuasiveness of arguments; see
[113-115].
Of course, the best evaluation approach would reveal the impacts of these combined
technologies on mission-based analysis effectiveness; however, since the proposed design and
suggested methods are, in our opinion, still at the formative stage, much testing and evaluation
would have to be done to first establish technological credibility before mission effectiveness
assessments could (or should) be carried out.
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